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Preface
Data is widely considered to be one of an organization’s 
greatest assets, but in recent years, the need to access 
data at nearly any time of the day or night has grown 
from a wish-list item to a must-have reality. In fact, the 
health of your businesses depends on it.

Today, organizations need better data protection than 
traditional backup and restore alone can offer. To meet 
demanding SLAs, you need a better and faster way to 
recover data after accidental or malicious damage or 
loss. Therefore, strategic plans must be established to 
prevent business outages and to rapidly restore 
business services.

SmartDR solution is part of the AEG family of Smart 
products that delivers total protection, recovery and 
availability of your systems, applications and data. It has 
being increasingly adopted especially by financial 
institutions and banks. Hence, AEG has successfully 
managed to extensively invest its Swift and IT expertise 
to guarantee best solution available to its customers.

This new solution offers broader support and includes 
new key features to improve overall protection of your 
SWIFT system that handles daily critical operations and 
holds all your financial archives.

SmartDR from AEG is your best solution for full-system 
backup and disaster recovery (DR). It is especially 
designed to keep a 100% consistent and up-to-date 
copy of your live data (database, messages, files, 
events, etc.) in your distant disaster recovery site. 
Whenever your main server or even your main site goes 
entirely down, you’ll be able to recover your system and 
database up to the last valid operational state within 
unbelievably a very short time.

Designed for SWIFT
To answer SWIFT requirements, SmartDR has been 
built around reliability, flexibility, security and 
consistency. It features the DB Recovery Tool to 
guarantee a most up-to-date system replication and a 

100% consistent database. 
SmartDR Replication offers both LAN and WAN 
optimized replication for on-premise and off-premise 
data protection, adapting to bandwidth availability and 
efficiently utilizing the network resources. 
In addition to bandwidth throttling, you may choose 
between continuous, scheduled/periodic and ad-hoc 
replication processing to help balance your network 
resources and protection requirements. Besides, it 
provides built-in 128-bit Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
encryption across the network for security.

The replication mechanism maintains identical copies of 
files and databases of the DB Recovery module on the 
Master and Replica. This replication is done by real-time 
capture of byte-level changes in files on the Master 
server using a file-system filter-driver. The captured 
changes are transmitted asynchronously to the Replica 
servers using the Engine. The replication process does 
not interfere with write operations.

In brief, SmartDR is the perfect utility to migrate backup 
data off-site for disaster recovery, or copy data from 
remote offices to a secured, centralized location.

Pre-Implementation Assessment & 
Reporting
SmartDR is equipped with an Assessment Tool that 
allows simulating any replication scenario even before 
its implementation. It stands as a benchmark tool that 
helps in identifying the requirements of any desired 
back-up scheme without impacting the production 
server. Very powerful reporting tool gives in-deep 
reports on performed simulations.

Data Rewind
The Data Rewind recovery method lets you rewind data 
to a point in time before it was corrupted. The rewind 
process takes place on the Replica server before the 
reverse synchronization process starts. The Data 
Rewind method uses rewind points or bookmarks that 
enable you to reset the current data to a previous state.

AEG SmartDR
When recoverability matters, depend on SmartDR for disaster 
recovery, high availability and continuous data protection.

SMART DR ENSURES RAPID RECOVERY 
FROM EVEN THE MOST CATASTROPHIC 
DISASTER.
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Assured Recovery
Assured Recovery with Snapshot allows you to check 
the database integrity on the replica server before 
switchover, enabling you to check you replicated data 
any time without interrupting the production server. You 
do not need to resynchronize after testing. Assured 
Recovery includes a VSS snapshot option and if 
enabled it will generate a snapshot after each 
successful Assured Recovery test. In case the Assured 
Recovery failed, then the VSS snapshot will skip until 
the next time Assured Recovery check is successful.

Smart-Pair: 
SmartFT + SmartDR
Although SmartDR protects your business against site /  
application failures and critical data-loss, there is an 
actual need to assure protection against server failures. 
SmartFT (fault tolerance) from AEG comes to handle 
server faults seamlessly without application downtime.  
Highly recommended with SmartFT, SmartDR 
complements the whole protection process fights any 
kind of system failure and keeps your business 
operations always-on by insuring automatic fail-out of 
devices and automatic re-integration of recovered 
devices.
SmartDR and SmartFT complement each other to 
guarantee around-the-clock resources availability and 
full-system recovery whenever and wherever failures or 
disasters occur.

  

AEG SmartDR solution architecture

SmartDR Key Benefits
Almost 0% data-loss 

Online/offline fully automated   

replication

Assured recovery for snapshots 

and integrity check

Advanced reporting

Powerful Assessment Tool for   

simulation and test

Support of virtualization

Restore last good system-state 

with Data Rewind

Very flexible implementation


